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Candragupta Vikramaditya, Samudragupta Parakrama or Krtanta-
Parasu, Kumaragupta and Skandagupta, were known to the Greek and
Roman writers of the 1st and 2nd century A. D. This, he says, points
unmistakably that the Guptas flourished from the 1st century B. C., of
whom Samudragupta Parakrama or Krtanta-Parasu, a mighty monarch,
was contemporary of Augustus Caesar of Rome, and as the Greek
and Roman writers of the 1st and 2nd century A. D., and downwards
mention Samudragupta Parakrama mistakenly in place of the name of
Bindusara the Maurya monarch Candragupta's son there remains
now not a shadow of doubt that Candragupta I Vikramaditya
began to rule from 58 B. C, and he was the originator of the
Vikrama Era.
Muni, Kantisarji—-Palanpur no Sankshipta Itihas (Gujarat!
text). SFGST. VI, Ft. 3, pp, 325-344.	[1449
Throws light on the history of Palarnpur based on unpublished
manuscripts and literature available in Jain sources.
Nadkarni, 3. D.—Rama-Bajya. pp. 128. The Rationalist
Association of India, 41, Queen's Road, Bombay, 1941.
[1450
This book was first published in 1932. This is the second edition.
The author appraises the age of Rama. The denunciation of Rama
and of the past ages is too strong and too insympathetic.
Natha, Agarchand—Shabdanka arthat Samkhya Suchak
Shabda Sanket. (Hindi* text). NPP. XLVI, Pt, 2,
pp. 113-134.	[1451
Explains the symbolic expressions, words, and letters in Sanskrit
and other Indian languages and literature, that stand for dates, names
of persons and places. There are large number of variations of
chronograms found in Indian literature. The writer gives large number
of illustrations from different sources.
Newton, A. P.—A Hundred Years of the British Empire.
Duckworth, London.	[1452
"Prof* A. P. Newton has set out to write a straightforward historical
narrative for the intelligent general reader. The arrangement is based
upon a threefold division into self-governing dominions, dependencies,
and India. . . -. The exposition is clear and interesting, the interpreta-
tion orthodox in its political stand-point but modern in its historical
judgments." EHR. LVI, (Oct. 1941) pp. 6/6-677.

